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Abstract 
Drewes, F., Recognising k-connected hypergraphs in cubic time, Theoretical Computer Science 109 
(1993) 833122. 
Hypergraph languages generated by hyperedge-replacement grammars of order k are studied. It is 
shown that for k-connected hypergraphs having hyperedges of rank k only the membership problem 
with respect to such a language is decidable in cubic time. This extends the corresponding result for 
the graph case recently proved by Vogler. The result is based on a theorem stating that these 
hypergraphs have unique split trees (so-called collapsed k-split trees). This is a generalisation of 
a 1937 result by MacLane about unique decompositions of cyclically connected graphs. 
1. Introduction 
Hyperedge replacement is a context-free way of generating (hyper)graphs which has 
been studied by many authors. In this paper we will be concerned with the problem of 
recognising hypergraph languages generated by hyperedge-replacement grammars. 
There are normal-form theorems (cf. [S]) which make it almost trivial to show that 
hyperedge-replacement languages can be recognised by a nondeterministic Turing 
machine in polynomial time. However, in contrast to context-free string languages 
it is rather unlikely that these languages admit a deterministic polynomial-time 
recognition algorithm, since there exists a very nice proof by Lange and Welzl [12] 
showing that there are NP-complete hyperedge-replacement languages. For this 
reason, people try to find special cases for which polynomial-time algorithms can be 
given. 
Recently, a result by MacLane (see [ 161) gained new interest as it was reformulated 
by Vogler [18] in order to show the following. 
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Every edge-replacement graph language of 2-connected graphs is recognisable in 
cubic time. 
MacLane’s theorem states that each 2-connected graph decomposes uniquely into 
certain components which will be called (0,2)-stars, (1,2)-stars and 3-connected 
graphs throughout this paper. In order to be able to generalise Vogler’s result to 
hyperedge-replacement languages satisfying related connectedness properties, we 
extend MacLane’s uniqueness theorem to the hypergraph case. It turns out that 
k-connected k-hypergraphs (where a k-hypergraph is a hypergraph each hyperedge of 
which is incident with exactly k distinct vertices) have the desired property: They 
uniquely decompose into the so-called (i, k)-stars (0 < i < k/2) and (k + 1)-connected 
k-hypergraphs. 
Apart from its application in this paper, this result may be interesting in its own 
respect, because it shows that k-connected k-hypergraphs - which may look quite 
complicated ~ are in fact built upon a rather simple set of possible components, 
together with (k + 1)-connected ones. 
Using the uniqueness result it is possible to generalise Vogler’s algorithm to the case 
where k-connected k-hypergraphs are considered, as we will show. A quite surprising 
thing is that the polynomial bound on the running time of this algorithm does not 
even depend on k (i.e. its degree does not). For every k we obtain a cubic bound:’ 
Every hyperedge-replacement language of k-connected k-hypergraphs is recog- 
nisable in cubic time, if generated by a hyperedge-replacement grammar of 
order k. 
Remark. In fact, both Vogler’s result and the one proved here are formulated a bit 
more generally. It is not necessary for the whole language to consist of k-connected 
k-hypergraphs. Instead, we have that the subset of all k-connected k-hypergraphs of 
a language generated by a hyperedge-replacement grammar of order k can be 
recognised in cubic time. However, this could also be obtained from the above 
statement using known results about hyperedge-replacement languages. This is be- 
cause k-connectedness is certainly a compatible (or monadic second-order definable, or 
finite) property as investigated, e.g., in [S, 2, 151. For every such property it is known 
(see the papers referred to) that the subset of all hypergraphs of a hyperedge- 
replacement language that satisfy this property is again a hyperedge-replacement 
language (of the same order). 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the basic notions like hypergraphs, 
k-connectedness, splitting and merging are introduced. The last two are direct gener- 
alisations of the corresponding notions for graphs (taken from [lS]). Further, some 
basic properties are mentioned. In Section 3 collapsed k-split decompositions and 
k-split trees are investigated and their uniqueness is proved. In Section 4 it is shown 
how k-split trees can be computed. The purpose of Section 5 is to define hyperedge 
’ Actually, even O(n 2.376), as the running time is essentially determined by the time which is necessary to 
recognise context-free string languages (cf. [l]). 
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replacement by means of merging and to prove a basic lemma, which is then used in 
Section 6 to show the main result. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss the results and 
indicate directions for further research. 
2. Basic notions 
In this section we compile the basic notions concerning hypergraphs and splitting 
and merging of hypergraphs. These notions extend the ones used by Vogler (see [18]) 
and will be used later on to define what it means to decompose a hypergraph. 
Remark. For the complexity investigations in this paper we will not refer to any 
particular machine model. However, we assume that pointer structures can be dealt 
with in an efficient way. So, accessing a node in a (hyper)graph from an incident 
(hyper)edge is assumed to take constant time. The reader who wants to have a par- 
ticular model in mind might think of, e.g., random access machines. 
General assumption. For the rest of the paper, let k be an arbitrary but fixed natural 
number.’ 
For a set A, A * denotes the set of all finite lists over elements from A, and for every 
such list 1 of length / 11 the ith element of it is referred to as li. By [I] we denote the set 
ill, ..~>~l/J)> and 1 -S means 1 without all elements occurring in S, for a set S. If we have 
any function f: A -+B, we denote its extensions to set and lists also by JT i.e., for A’ 5 A, 
we define f(A’)=(f(a)la~A’} and for a list 1~.4*, f(l) meansf(ll)...f(ll,l). A list 
1 with [I] = S and no multiple occurrences of elements is called an ordering of S. 
For a tree Twe let NT denote the set of its nodes, and, for a node nEN,, neigh,(n) is 
the set of nodes n is adjacent to in T. Two trees T, T’ are said to be isomorphic via an 
isomorphism f: NT+NT, if fis a bijection and neigh,,(f(n))=f(neigh,(n)) for every 
ncNT. 
A rooted tree T is a tree together with one distinguished node RT~NT, called its 
root. The set of all successors of a node neNT is denoted by succT(n) and for n # RT its 
predecessor is denoted by pred,(n). Two rooted trees T, T’ are isomorphic if their 
underlying trees are isomorphic via an isomorphism preserving the root, i.e., via an 
isomorphism fwith f(RT)=R,.. 
Definition 2.1 (Hypergraph). A hypergraph H is a pair ( VH, EH), where 
l VH is a finite set of nodes (or vertices), and 
l EH is a finite set of hyperedges e each of which is associated with an ordering 
sources(e)E Vi, called the source list, and a label lab(e). 
The size of H, denoted by /HI, is defined by J H I= 1 V,] +CeeE,(sources(e)l. 
2 We generally assume that k > 1, since everything we treat in this paper is trivial for k C 1 
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Hyperedges may be labelled with a special symbol r. In this case we also say that the 
hyperedge is unlabelled. 
For a hyperedge e we define num, : [sources(e)] +N by num,( sources( e)i) = i. A hy- 
peredge whose source list is of length k is also called a k-hyperedge. H is a k- 
hypergraph if ail of its hyperedges are k-hyperedges. The set of all k-hypergraphs is 
denoted by Ye,, and we let &? denote the set of all hypergraphs. 
Remarks. 
Note that the source list sources(e) of a hyperedge e and its label lab(e) are part of 
the hyperedge itself, not of the hypergraph. This definition may be a bit unusual, 
but it turns out to be convenient, because we do not always have to take care of 
labeliing and attachment functions. In particular, if we have two hyperedges ee_E, 
and e’EEH. of two hypergraphs H and H’, e=e’ does automatically mean 
sources(e) = sources( e’) and lab(e) = lab(e’). 
The reader should be conscious of the fact that the sources of a hyperedge are 
pairwise distinct, by definition. This is important because, otherwise, the restriction 
to k-hypergraphs would be useless. Also, num, would be ambiguous otherwise. 
A hyperedge e and a node v appearing in its source list are said to be incident with 
each other, as usual, and e is said to connect each two distinct ones of its sources 
with each other. The sources of a hyperedge are said to be adjacent. 
Two hyperedges incident with the same set of vertices are called parallel. 
Example 2.2 (Hypergraph). If we want to visualise hypergraphs, we draw nodes as 
filled circles and hyperedges as squares with lines pointing to their sources. If 
necessary, labels will appear inside the squares representing hyperedges. We usually 
do not indicate the order on the sources of a hyperedge. (However, in case this order is 
important, it will be indicated by numbers on the lines pointing to them.) A 2- 
hyperedge e may also be drawn as an ordinary edge, i.e., an arrow pointing from so ur 
ces(e), to sources(e)2. As an example, a hypergraph with four nodes and three 
(hyper)edges, one of which is labelled A, the other two B, is shown in Fig. 1. 
Isomorphisms and weak isomorphisms between hypergraphs are defined next. 
Definition 2.3 (Isomorphic hypergraphs). Let H and H’ be hypergraphs. 
Fig. 1. Hypergraph. 
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Two functions bv : V,+ Vu I and bE : EH + EH I are weakly consistent if for all eE EH it 
holds that b,( [ sources( e)] ) = [ sources( bE( e))]. If b,( sources( e)) = sources( bE( e)) then 
b, and bE are consistent. 
H and H’ are weakly isomorphic, denoted by H + H’, if a weak isomorphism 
b between H and H’ exists, which is a pair of bijections bV : V, + V, ,, bE : E,-t EHf that 
is weakly consistent and preserves hyperedge labels. If there is even a consistent pair of 
such bijections (called an isomorphism), then H and H’ are isomorphic. 
For VE VH and eEE, we define e- V to be e without its sources from V, i.e., 
e - V= e’, with sources( e’) = sources( e) - V and lab(e) = lab( e’). This has a natural 
extension to hypergraphs; so, let 
H- V=( V,- V, {e- VleEEH)). 
(It is important to see that a hyperedge e incident with a node from V is not totally 
deleted; vertices not belonging to V can still be connected by e.) 
A path between two nodes vO, vi E VH - also called a uov,-path - is an alternating 
sequence woelwle2... w, of nodes wo, . . ., W,E V, and hyperedges e,, . , e,eE,, such 
that wo=vo, w,=vl, and e; connects wi_ 1 with Wi for i= 1, .., n. If there are two 
vertices, vo, VIE V,, such that there is no path between them, we say that H is 
disconnected. If H - V is disconnected for some V c VH, i.e., if there are two nodes 
v,,, VIE VH- V with no vov,-path in H- V, then V is said to disconnect H, and to 
separate v. from vl. 
Note that in a disconnected hypergraph H, for every node v. there is at least one 
node u1 separated from it. Hence, if V separates v. from u1 for every node ub~ V, - V, 
there is a node V;E VH separated from vb by V. 
Definition 2.4 (k-connectedness). A hypergraph H is said to be k-connected if 1 V,l> k 
and no V E VH with 1 VI <k disconnects H. 
Remark. Observe that every hypergraph all of whose nodes are adjacent is 1 &I- 
connected. In particular, if H is a k-hypergraph and I VH I = k then it is k-connected if 
and only if E, # @. 
The following lemma will turn out to be useful from time to time. 
Lemma 2.5. Let HE& be k-connected. If I I&I > k then every node VE V, is incident 
with at least two nonparallel hyperedyes. 
Proof. This follows directly from the more general observation that every vertex of 
a k-connected hypergraph H with ( VH I > k must be adjacent to at least k nodes. This is 
because we can separate any node from all others by deleting the set of nodes it is 
adjacent to. 0 
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Theinteriorofapathp=w,e,...e,w,+,isdefinedbyint(p)={w,,...,w,}. Wecall 
two paths p and p’ openly disjoint if int(p) n int(p’) = 8. Concerning k-connectedness of 
hypergraphs with more than k nodes we have the following characterisation similar to 
the graph case. 
Lemma 2.6 (Characterisation of k-connectedness). Let H be a hypergraph and let 
IV,l>k. 
H is k-connected if and only ifthere are at least k pairwise openly disjoint vu’-paths in 
H between each two nodes v, V’E V,, v # v’. 
Proof. Due to an old result by Whitney [19], a graph is k-connected if and only if 
there are at least k pairwise openly disjoint paths between each two distinct ones of its 
nodes. We want to use this result. Define an unlabelled graph 8 by VH= VH and 
Efi = UetE, {ei,jl ldi<j<lsources(e)l}, where sources( ei, j) = sources( e),sources( e)j 
for each eEEH, 1 <i< j< Isources(e)l. This means that we replace each hyperedge by 
a complete graph on its sources. Every path p = woe1 . . . e”w, in H gives rise to a path 
fi=wot?‘...f?w,, where 6’ = ei, j if wI _ 1 = sources( e’), and w1 = sourccs( e’)j for 
l=l, . ..) n. Obviously, this defines a bijection between paths in H and paths in fi. Since 
both paths go through the same nodes, it is also clear that 
l two paths p1 and p2 are openly disjoint in H if and only if $1 and i2 are openly 
disjoint in fi, and 
l any set VG V, separates two nodes v and v’ in H if and only if it does so in I?. 
Thus, the assertion holds for H if and only if it holds for I??, which is true by the 
mentioned theorem by Whitney. 0 
The two notions of merging and splitting are crucial for our investigations. These 
are straightforward extensions of the notions Vogler uses for the graph case (cf. [18]). 
Definition 2.7 (Merging and splitting). Let HI, HZ~Af such that EH, n E,, = {e> and 
VH,n V,,=[sources(e)]. 
(1) Merging HI and Hz (along e) yields the hypergraph 
(2) A hypergraph H k-splits into HI and H2 (with new hyperedge e) if 
l H=H,(Hz), 
l Isources(e)I=k and 
. IH,I,IH,I<lW 
The splitting is called general if e is unlabelled; otherwise, it is said to be 
a particular one. 
Remarks. 
l The set VH, n VH2 = [sources(e)] is called a (k-)splitset for H, and we say that HI is 
the result of splitting ofs Hz, denoted H!H,. (Note that this is symmetric, i.e., 
H2=H!HI, too.) 
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The set innerH(H1) of inner vertices of Hi with respect to H is defined by 
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innerH(Hl)= VH, - [sources(e)]. 
We denote inner,(Hl) also by inner(H,) if H is understood from the context. 
The set of all hypergraphs H k-splits into is denoted by split,(H), i.e., 
split,(H)= {HI j H k-splits into HI and H2 for some H,}. 
Note that we require I HI 1, I H2 I < I H I in the definition of k-splitting. This constraint 
prevents trivial splittings. In particular, it implies that every repeated splitting 
process must eventually terminate. 
If we write H,(H,) or H1!H2, we always implicitly assume that the relevant 
conditions are satisfied. 
Example 2.8. If we merge the two hypergraphs on the left-hand side of Fig. 2 along e, 
we get the one on the right-hand side. Conversely, HI (Hz) can be split into HI and 
H2 (provided that HI (Hz) is larger than each of HI and Hz). 
There is a close relationship between k-connectedness on the one hand and 
k-splitting (k-splitsets) on the other. The following two lemmas are concerned with 
this correspondence. The first one is of a more general nature, whereas the second one 
deals with the particular case of k-connected k-hypergraphs. 
Lemma 2.9 (Splitting k’-connected hypergraphs). Let HESS? with I VHI 2 k’. 
H is k’-connected ifand only if for every k” < k’ such that H k”-splits into hypergraphs 
HI and H2 we have 1 VHl I = k” or I VH21 = k”. 
Remark. The lemma states more or less that k’-connectedness is equivalent to the 
nonexistence of k”-splitsets for all k”< k’. The only possible exception is that there 
may be a set VG V, containing just k” nodes and hyperedges e,, . . . . e, having their 
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Fig. 2. Merging HI and H, along e. 
HI (Hz) 
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sources in V only. Provided that the resulting hypergraphs are large enough, we 
are then able to split off (V, { e,el, . . . . e,}), where e is a new hyperedge with 
[sources(e)] = V. 
Observe that this means that a k-hypergraph (with VH 3 k) is k-connected if and 
only if it has no splitset of size smaller than k. This is because we cannot split off 
a hypergraph with fewer than k nodes since this hypergraph could not contain any 
hyperedge of the original hypergraph. Such a split would violate the size requirement: 
the remaining part contained all the nodes and hyperedges and, hence, would be at 
least as large as H. 
Proof. Let HI =( VI, E,), H2 = ( V,, E2) merge along e with jsources(e)l = k ” and let 
H = H, (Hz) be k’-connected. By definition of merging, HI and H2 intersect in 
V= [sources(e)] only, i.e., every u1 v,-path with ur E VI and v2 E V2 must contain a node 
of V. Hence, V separates the nodes in VI - V from those in V, - V, and, if both 
I VI I > k” and I V2 I > k”, these sets are nonempty. So, H is not k’-connected. 
For the other diection, let H not be k’-connected. Since V, 2 k’, there is a minimum 
number k” < k’ for which there is a set Vc V, disconnecting H. We show that there 
are H,, H,E%’ with 1 VH,I,I VH21>k” such that H k”-splits into HI and H2. Let 
UE V,- V and let Hi =( Vi, E;) be the hypergraph containing exactly the nodes 
reachable from u on a path in H not using any node of V (except, perhaps, as an 
endpoint), i.e., 
V’r={u’EV~13vu’-path p: int(p)nV=(b} 
and 
E~={e~E,Isources(e)n(V/;-V)#@}. 
The definition of H; is sound because all sources of hyperedges in E; are in Vi. Now, 
let Hi be all the rest of H, i.e., H;=( V;,E;)=((V& V;)u V,E,-E;). For i~{l, 2) 
we have that Vi- V#@ (since V disconnects H and VE V; - V). Furthermore, V G Vi 
because V is minimal and V; n V disconnects H, by definition of Vi. 
We set H1=(VI,E1)=(V;,E;u{new}) and H2=(V2,E2)=(V;,E;u{new}), 
where new is a new hyperedge with [souyces( new)] = V. By definition of merging, now 
H1(H2)=( VIu Vz,E,uE2-{new})=H. 
So, it remains to show that I HI 1, (Hz I < I H I. 
Let, for i~{l, 2}, #Ei=CesE, I sources( e) I. Due to the minimality of V, we have that, 
for every u1 E Vi- V and VIE V, there is a v1 v,-path in Hi. Thus, every vertex of Hi is 
incident with at least one hyperedge and, hence, Ce.E: I sources( e) I> k”, implying that 
#Ei>2k” since Ei=Eiu{new}. SO, for {i,j}={l, 2) we get 
IHI=Il/iI+IVl--k”+#Ei+#Ej-2k” (forIKnVjl=IVI=k”andnew#E,) 
3lV/i+l+#Ei+l (see above) 
>IHil, 
which is what we had to show. Cl 
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Lemma 2.10 (Splitting k-connected k-hypergraphs). Let H = HI (H,) be a k-hyper- 
graph. 
(1) If H k-splits into HI and Hz, then H is k-connected ifand only ifboth HI and Hz 
are k-connected. 
(2) Zf H is k-connected then 1 HI [,I Hz I< 1 H 1 (i.e., H k-splits into HI and H,) if and 
only ifI&fl,l&fZ123. 
(3) H is k-connected and has no k-splitset (i.e., H is minimum with respect to 
k-splitting), but I EHI 2 3, if and only if either 
(i) I EH I = 3 and I VH I = k + i, where 0 d id k/2 and all nodes of H are adjacent, or 
(ii) I EH I > 4 and H is (k + 1)-connected, with no parallel hyperedges. 
Proof. (1) Let EH, n EHZ= { new}. W e rs s ow that both HI and H2 are k-connected fi t h 
if H is. For this consider, without loss of generality, HI with v, V’E V,, . We can modify 
each vu’-path in H to become a uv’-path in HI by simply replacing each maximum 
ww’-subpath going entirely through Hz (w, w’~[so~rces(new)], then) by w new w’. 
Therefore, there is a vu’-path in HI -S for S G VH,, if there is one in H-S, implying 
that H 1 is k-connected, since H is. 
For the other direction consider some SG V,, with ISIck, S1= VHlnS and 
I= [sources(new)]. We have to show that S does not disconnect H. Let 
H’~=(V,,,E,,-{new})bethepartofHbelongingtoH,.Foreverynodev~V,~-S, 
let 
C,(v)= { v’EZ-SI I&v’-path in Hi-S,} 
be the set of nodes from I - S1 v is connected with in Hi - S1. We show the following: 
For all VE VH; -S,: IC,(v)l>k-lS,I. (1) 
By symmetry we then get a similar statement for Hz, and are thus done: for every two 
nodes VIE VH,, VIE V,, it follows that IC,(vI)~3k-IS1~, lC2(v2)13k-IS21 (with the 
obvious definitions for S2 and C,). Therefore, 
=IZ-SI (since I Z I = k), 
implying that C1 (v1)nC2(v2)#& which in turn means that there is at least one 
v1 v,-path in H-S. 
To prove (1) consider the case ~$1 first. The assertion is certainly true if 
C,(u)=Z-Sr . If this is not the case, let v’EZ-S, be a node which is separated from 
v by S1. By Lemma 2.6, there are k openly disjoint paths between v and v’ in HI. 
Therefore, there are at least k - 1 S1 I in HI - S1. Since none of these paths exists in 
H; -S1, they must all use new, hence a node of I-S1. Since the paths are openly 
disjoint we are done. 
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In case ~1, we have some efnew being incident with v since each node of HI 
must be incident with at least two hyperedges. (For 1 f&I> k this is due to Lemma 
2.5. If 1 VH, I= k, it is also true because of the size requirement.) If there is some 
v’E[sources(e)]-(S,uZ)weget ICl(v)~3~C,(v’)~>k-IS11 bytheabove.Otherwise, 
[sources(e)]-S1 GZ and, hence, ICl(v)131sources(e)I-IS,~3k-~S,~. 
(2) Let {i, j} = { 1,2}. Using the relevant definitions it is easily verified that 
IHI-IHjl=IV,,/+kIE,,I-3k;so,wehaveO<II/H,I+kIEHiI-3k,bythesizerequire- 
ment. Now I V,,I = k does immediately imply IEH,I >2. Otherwise, by the first part of 
the lemma, Hi is k-connected. Thus, we get that every node of Hi is incident with at 
least two hyperedges, i.e., 2 I VHi I d k I EH, I and, hence, 0 < 3/2kl E,, ( - 3k o 2 < I EH, /. 
(3) Let H be k-connected with I E,I > 3 and let there be no k-splitset for H. If there 
are two parallel hyperedges e,, ezeEH, we define HI =( V,, EH - {e, , e2> u {rrew}) and 
H2=([sources(el)], {el, e2, new}), where new is new with [sources(new)]= 
[sources(e Then H = HI ( H2), so lEH, I < 3, by the second part of the lemma (since 
H has no splitset) and, hence, I EH I = 3. This implies that I V, I = k because every node is 
incident with at least 2 hyperedges; so, H is of the first type. 
If there are no parallel hyperedges in H then I V, I > k, i.e., H is (k + 1)-connected, by 
Lemma 2.9. Hence, either H is of the second type or I EH I= 3. In the latter case, because 
every node is incident with at least two hyperedges, we have / VHI <3/2k, i.e., 
I VHI = k + i for some i with 0 < i 6 k/2 and all nodes are necessarily adjacent. 
For the other direction, if H is of the first type, there can be no k-splitset because, by 
the second part of the lemma, this requires I E, I > 4. Also, H is I VH I-connected because 
all nodes are adjacent. If H is of the second type, we have I V, I > k. Hence, Lemma 2.9 
applies implying that H has not k-splitset. 0 
The first part of the above lemma comprises the reason why k-splitting is conveni- 
ent for dealing with k-connected k-hypergraphs. The new hyperedge splitting intro- 
duces causes the components of a k-connected k-hypergraph to be k-connected again. 
In some sense the new hyperedge substitutes for the part split off, so that one can think 
of it as a placeholder for a k-connected k-hypergraph. Unfortunately, the “if” 
direction is not true any more when we consider graphs instead of k-hypergraphs. 
The two special types of k-connected k-hypergraphs defined below play an import- 
ant role in the following. 
Definition 2.11 ((i k)-triples and k-boxes). Let HE&$ be k-connected and let i, 
0 6 i < k/2, be a natural number. 
H is an (i, k)-triple if 1 VH j = k + i and 1 EHI = 3, and a k-box if it is (k + 1)-connected 
and has more than three hyperedges but no parallel ones.3 The set of all k-boxes is 
denoted by boxk. 
3As we will see later on, k-boxes split off a k-connected k-hypergraph cannot overlap with other 
components; hence, the name k-boxes. 
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According to Definition 2.11, (i, k)-triples are k-hypergraphs of the kind described 
in Lemma 2.10(3i) and k-boxes are those of Lemma 2.10(3ii). Hence, we always have 
0 <i < k/2, and every k-connected k-hypergraph H with EH > 3, which is minimum 
with respect to k-splitting, is either an (i, k)-triple for some i, 0 <i < k/2, or a k-box. We 
have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.12 (Weak isomorphism of (i, k)-triples). Let 061 d k/2 and let H, H’ be 
unlabelled (1, k)-triples. Then H -,,, H’. 
Proof. Let EH={e,,e2,e3}, let V=n;=, .,,,, s [sources( and let, for lbi<j<3, 
Vcl,j} = [ sources( ei)] n [ sources( ej)] - V. By definition, these four node sets are mu- 
tually disjoint and V, = Vu V{1,2) u V~l,3~u V{2,3} since every node is incident with at 
least two hyperedges. For the same reason we also have [sources(ei)] u [sour- 
ces(ej)]=VH;thus, weget IVi,j)l=lfor ldi<j63. 
The same applies to H’; so, with EH. = { e;,e$, e;}, we can define V’, V\,,J}, Vj1,3) 
and V\2,3) similarly. By the above, there is a bijection b,: VH+ V,, satisfying 
b,(V)= V’ and b,( V{i,j})= V\i,ji for 1 <i<j<3. Defining bE: EH+EH, by b,(ei)=ei 
for i = 1, . . ,3, we get that ( bv, bE) is a weak isomorphism since b,( [ sources( ei)] ) = 
b,( VU V(i,j}~ V~i,~~~)= V’U V\i_j)~ V\i,j’) =[sources(e~)]=[sources(bE(ei))], where 
j and j’ are such that { i,j,j’} = { 1,2,3}. 0 
Observe that in the proof above it is irrelevant which one of the hyperedges of H is 
mapped to which one of H’ by the bijection bE. Every such bijection defines a set of 
weak isomophisms since it determines bv as above. In particular, every bijection from 
EH onto itself can be extended to a (weak) automorphism on H. Intuitively, this means 
that (i, k)-triples are symmetric with respect to their hyperedges. 
As an example, for k = 5 we get the unlabelled (i, 5)-triples shown in Fig. 3 (up to 
weak isomorphism). As one can see here, (i, k)-triples can be drawn like stars with 
three peaks. A peak consists of those nodes incident with the same two hyperedges 
(i.e., the peaks are the sets V{i,j} in the above proof) and the centre of the star is given 
by the set of nodes each of which is incident with all three hyperedges. So, the centre 
consists of k - 2i nodes and the peaks are of size i each. A straightforward generalisa- 
tion of this are hypergraphs having an arbitrary number of peaks, each of size i, and 
a centre of size k-2i all hyperedges are incident with. These are the so-called 
(i, k)-stars defined in the following. 
Fig. 3. All unlabelled (i. 5)-triples up to weak isomorphism. 
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Definition 2.13 ((i, k)-star). Let HEA$~ and let i be a natural number, 0 < i < k/2. 
H is an (i, k)-star if there are mutually disjoint sets centre, peak,,, . . ..peak._ I and 
there are hyperedges eo, . , e, _ 1 for some it > 2, such that 
(1) IcentreI=k-2i and Ipeako/=...=Ipeak,_,I=i, 
(2) V,=centreuUi=o,,, ,_,peaki and EH=(el ,..., e,_,}, and 
(3) [sources( =peakjLpeakj+ 1 crnodn) u centre for O<j< n. 
We define, forj=O ,..., n-l, 
peak+(ej)= {peakj, peakj+ l(modn)} and peuksH={peuko,...,peuk,_l}. 
Two peaks peukj,peakj,Epeuks, are said to be adjacent if there is a hyperedge eEEH 
such that peuks,( e) = { peakj, peukj,}, i.e., if j =j’ + 1 (mod n) or j’ = j + 1 (mod n). 
The set of all (i, k)-stars is denoted by star;. 
Remark. Note that peuksH(ej) as well as peaks, are sets of sets of nodes. 
By definition, for fixed i and k, fixed-size (i, k)-stars are always weakly isomorphic 
(as long as the labelling coincides). The peaks consist of i nodes each and the centre is 
of size k-2i. Each hyperedge connects the nodes of two adjacent peaks and those of 
the centre with each other. 
The set of all (i, k)-stars can also be obtained by repeatedly merging (i, k)-triples, as 
expressed by the following characterisation. 
Lemma 2.14 (Constructing (i, k)-stars by means of merging). Let i be a natural number, 
O,<i<k/2. 
The set star; is the set S inductively dejned us follows: 
(i) Zf H is an (i, k)-triple then HES. 
(ii) Let HI,H2~S merge along e. Then H = HI ( H2 )ES, provided that 
peaksHl (e)=peuksHz(e) (this will be culled the peak condition in the sequel). 
In the latter case we have that centreH =centreH,(=centreH2) and for all e’EE, 
peuksa( e’) = 
peaks,,(e’) if e’EEH,, 
peuksHl( e’) if e’E EH,. 
Remarks. 
The peak condition ensures that the division of e into two peaks is the same in both 
hypergraphs, so that merging these hypergraphs along e does not destroy the 
regular structure. Observe that this condition is not automatically satisfied, because 
how the sources of a hyperedge divide into peaks does not only depend on the 
hyperedge itself but also on its two “neighbours” in the (i, k)-star. 
If we look at the case k = 2, our (0,2)-triples compare to Vogler’s triple-bonds, and 
the (1,2)-triples are his triangles (see [18]). Since the peak condition is automati- 
cally satisfied in the graph case (i.e., for k = 2), (0,2)-stars and (1,2)-stars are just 
bonds (see [18]) and cycles, respectively. 
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Proof. By a straightforward induction using the definition of merging and the peak 
condition. 0 
Using the first part of Lemma 2.10, Lemma 2.14 does, in particular, imply that all 
(i, k)-stars are k-connected. 
A slightly more general formulation of the peak condition can be given which is 
isomorphism-independent and, hence, more convenient to use with hyperedge re- 
placement. For H, H’Estari we say that eEEH and e’cE,, satisfy the peak condition if 
num,( peaksH( e)) = num,, (peaksH ,( e’)). This means, rather than comparing the peaks 
directly - the result of which depends on the identity of nodes - we do now compare 
how the sources of the involved hyperedges divide between the peaks. It should be 
clear that this new formulation is isomorphism-independent. However, it is not 
independent of weak isomorphism. (Observe that, in the situation above, both 
formulations mean the same because there we had e=e’, and num, is an injection.) 
Example 2.15 (Peak condition). As an example, consider the situation depicted in 
Fig. 4. The hyperedges e and e’ satisfy the peak condition, but e and e” do not. If e’ = e, 
we can merge both hypergraphs and get the (2,4)-star shown in Fig. 5. On the other 
hand, if e” = e, merging H and H’ yields the result in Fig. 6, which is no (2,4)-star. 
A nice property of (i, k)-stars is that k-splitting some HEstar; yields two (i, k)-stars 
back again, which in addition satisfy the peak condition. So, every k-splitting of an 
H H’ 
Fig. 4. The hyperedges e and e’ satisfy the peak condition. 
Fig. 5. The hypergraphs from Fig. 4 
merged along e = e’. 
Fig. 6. The hypergraphs from Fig. 4 
merged along e = e”. 
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(i, k)-star reverses one step of the process which can be used to construct (i, k)-stars, as 
in Lemma 2.14. This is made precise in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.16 (Closedness of star: under k-splitting). For euery natural number i, 
0 <i < k/2, the set star: is closed under k-splitting, i.e., f HEstar: and H, = H !HZ by 
a splitset of size k, then HI,Hz~stari. Furthermore, HI and HZ satisfy the peak 
condition then. 
Ifi> then {H,,H,) 1s uniquely determined by the splitset (up to the order on the 
sources of the new hyperedge). 
Remark. Observe that the last is not true for k-splitting in general, since the splitset 
may divide H into more than two connected components. Furthermore, there can be 
hyperedges whose set of sources is just the splitset, so that one is free to put them into 
either HI or Hz. 
Proof. From Definition 2.13 it follows quite directly that, every k-splitset S for H must 
be of the form centre, u q u q’ for some nonadjacent peaks q, q’Epeaks,, implying that 
HI and H2 are again of this form. Since this preserves the peaks, the two components 
satisfy the peak condition as claimed. 
If i 3 1, H-S consists of two connected components, by definition of (i, k)-stars. By 
definition of splitting, two nodes which are not separated by S belong either both to 
HI or both to Hz; so, we have that VH, and VH, are uniquely determined by S. It 
remains to be shown that a similar statement holds for hyperedges, too. Since q and q’ 
are nonadjacent, there is no hyperedge eEE, with [sources(e)] = S. Thus, every 
hyperedge of H is incident with at least one vertex of either inner(H,) or inner(Hz) 
and, hence, Eu, n Eu = { eE En I[ sources(e)]r\inner(Hi)#@} for i=l,2. 0 
As an example, we may again consider the (2,4)-star given in Fig. 5. It has two 
splitsets (the two diagonals), and both consist of the union of two peaks and the 
(empty) centre. Deleting four nodes out of three rather than two peaks does not 
disconnect this hypergraph, because then at most one of the peaks gets totally deleted. 
Together with the fact that (i, k)-triples are (k + i)-connected (they cannot be discon- 
nected since all their nodes are directly connected with each other), the observation 
that the above (2,4)-star has two different splitsets gives rise to the following interest- 
ing corollary. 
Corollary 2.17 (Ambiguously splitting k-connected k-hypergraphs). For every icN, 
1 ,<i,< k/2, there is a k-connected k-hypergraph H which has two direrent k-splitsets 
splitting it into HI and HZ and into Hi and Hi, but all of HI, Hz, Hi and H; are 
(k + i)-connected and do not split any further. 
Proof. Obviously, our above observation can be generalised in the sense that every 
(i, k)-star (1 d id k/2), obtained by merging two (i, k)-triples has two different splitsets: 
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the sets centreHuquq’, where q and q’ are nonadjacent peaks. Both of these split it 
into two (i, k)-triples again. As we noted above, the resulting (i, k)-triples are indeed 
(k + i)-connected, which proves the claim. 0 
3. Collapsed k-split decompositions are unique 
The purpose of this section is to prove that collapsed k-split decompositions of 
k-connected k-hypergraphs as defined below are unique. 
Definition 3.1 (k-split decomposition). Let H be a hypergraph. 
A k-split decomposition of H is any set S where either S = {H} or there is some 
k-split decomposition S’ of H and some H’ES’ k-splitting into hypergraphs HI and 
H2 with new hyperedge new, such that 
(1) S=S’-{H’}u{H,,H,} and 
(2) for all H”ES’ we have new$EH9.. 
S is total if sp/it,(H’)=@ for all H’ES. 
Remarks. 
l The second requirement above just means that the new hyperedges occurring in 
a k-split decomposition shall be chosen distinct from each other and from the old 
ones. So, the result of merging all the elements of S back into one again is always the 
original hypergraph H. 
l A k-split decomposition is called general if all splittings applied in order to obtain it 
are general ones. 
Because of the size requirement (see Definition 2.7), repeated splitting will always 
lead to a total k-split decomposition finally. By the third part of Lemma 2.10, if H is 
k-connected, we also know what components these total k-split decompositions are 
made of: they consist of (i, k)-triples and k-boxes. By Corollary 2.17, however, total 
k-split decompositions of k-connected k-hypergraphs are not unique. In order to get 
unique decompositions, we want to recollapse certain parts of the total k-split 
decomposition. Of course, there is always a trivial way of doing so. Just collapse all the 
components back into one, thus ending up with {H}, which is clearly unique. So, our 
aim must in fact be a bit more ambitious: we want to find a notion of collapsed k-split 
decompositions where as few components as possible are collapsed, but which yields 
unique results. By Corollary 2.17, we know that we do at least have to collapse 
(i, k)-triples into (i, k)-stars as far as possible. We will show that this is already enough. 
Thus, our definition of collapsed k-split decompositions is the following. 
Definition 3.2 (Collapsed k-split decomposition). Let H be a hypergraph and let S be 
a total k-split decomposition of H. A collapsed k-split decomposition is a k-split 
decomposition that can be built up from S by repeatedly replacing two (i, k)-stars 
HI, H,ES satisfying the peak condition by HI ( Hz) (as long as this is possible). 
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Example 3.3 (Collapsed 3-split decomposition). Consider the hypergraph depicted in 
Fig. 7. We may first split off the leftmost hypergraph in Fig. 8 (which is a (1,3)-star) 
with new hyperedge e and then the middle one (a (0,3)-star) with new hyperedge e’. 
The remaining hypergraph is the rightmost one, which is a 3-box. 
Obviously, every collapsed k-split decomposition is a k-split decomposition. Be- 
cause of Lemma 2.14, every collapsed k-split decomposition of a k-connected k- 
hypergraph consists of k-boxes and (i, k)-stars. 
The elements of a k-split decomposition S can be arranged as the nodes of a tree 
T(S), the split tree associated with S, according to the relation “HI contains a hy- 
peredge of Hz”, as follows. 
Definition 3.4 (Split tree). Let S be a k-split decomposition of some hypergraph H. 
The k-split tree associated with S is the tree T(S) for which the following holds: 
(1) N rcsJ = S, i.e., the nodes of T(S) are the hypergraphs in S. 
(2) If H’ES then neighT(s,(H’)= { H”ES 1 EHznE,,,#@}. 
Note that T(S) is indeed a tree since we required that the new hyperedges 
introduced when constructing a split decomposition are chosen appropriately. We 
will show that collapsed k-split trees are unique up to similarity as defined below. 
Definition 3.5 (Similarity of split trees). Let H be a hypergraph. 
1 DC 2 e x 3 
Fig. 7. A 3-hypergraph to be decomposed. 
Fig. 8. The collapsed 3-split decomposition of the hypergraph in Fig. 7. 
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Two split trees T and T’ of H are similar if they are isomorphic via some 
isomorphism f; and for each H’EN, there is a weak isomorphism b between H’ and 
f( H’), with 
(1) bV being the identity on VHS, 
(2) b,(e) = e for all GE,, A En, i.e., bE is the identity on all “old” hyperedges, and 
(3) the weak isomorphisms chosen for different components agree on common 
hyperedges. 
Two split decompositions are similar if the split trees they define are similar. 
According to the definition, similarity means that the hypergraphs occurring in 
both decompositions are not only isomorphic, they are even identical, except for the 
new hyperedges. (Observe that this does already imply that the two split trees are 
isomorphic, i.e., the relationship between different components is the same in both 
decompositions.) 
We are now able to formulate the uniqueness theorem. 
Theorem 3.6 (Uniqueness of collapsed k-split trees). General collapsed k-split trees of 
k-connected k-hypergraphs are unique up to similarity. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.6, we need the notion of a region. We will show that 
a k-connected k-hypergraph H uniquely divides into nonoverlapping regions, which 
are (i, k)-stars and k-boxes. Actually, this is the major part of the work; the proof of the 
theorem gets rather easy then. 
Definition 3.7 (Regions). Let HEX~ be k-connected. 
(1) We define an equivalence relation =H on hypergraphs in split,(H). If 
HI, H,Esplit,(H) with new hyperedges new1 and new2 then HI =u H2 if and only 
if(VH,,EH,-(new,})=(VH2,EHz- { newz}) and [sources(newI)] = [sources(new2)]. 
The equivalence class of HI with respect to =H is denoted by [HIIn. 
(2) For every REsplit,(H), [Rn,Ereg(H) if and only if there is some 
TYPEE{ boxk} u {star; 1 iE N, 0 <id k/2} (the type of R) such that RE TYPE and there 
is no R’Esplitk(H)u{H} with R’ETYPE and REsplit,(R’). 
Remark. Two hypergraphs in [Rln are more or less equal. They may only differ with 
respect to the order on the sources of the new hyperedge. Intuitively, a region is an 
(i, k)-star or a k-box that splits off the given hypergraph and is maximal in the sense 
that it is not contained in a larger one of the same type which also splits off. 
Definition 3.8 (Overlapping). Let H be a hypergraph and let HI, H,Esplit,(H) with 
distinct new hyperedges new1 and new2, respectively. 
HI and H2 overlap if VH1 A V,, $Z [sources(newl)] n[sources(new,)] or En, nEn, #8. 
Distinct regions overlap if and only if their sets of nodes overlap (hence, we do not 
have to pay attention to En, n En2 any more), by the following lemma. Furthermore, if 
one region contained another one (which is indeed impossible for distinct regions, as 
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we shall show), the new hyperedge of the greater region could not be incident with an 
inner node of the smaller one. 
Lemma 3.9. Let HE%~ be k-connected and let [ROjH,[RIJH~reg(H) be distinct, 
where RI and Rz have distinct new hyperedges new0 and newI, respectively. 
(1) RO and RI overlap ifand only if VROn VR, 9 [sources(new,,)] n [sources(new,)]. 
(2) Zf VRI G VRO then [sources(new,,)]ninner(R,)=@. 
Proof. (1) We have to show that the existence of some hyperedge eEERonE,, does 
already imply that VRO n VR, $ [sources(newO)] n [sources(newI)]. Assume, to the 
contrary, that VROnV,, E [sources(new,)]n [sources(newI)]. Clearly, eEERonE,, 
does then imply that e is parallel with new0 and new i . Since regions of type star: are 
the only ones containing parallel hyperedges, this means that RO, R,~starE. But then, 
by maximality, we have ERo n E, = ( eE EH 1 [sources(e)] = VRO} = ER, n EH; so, 
RO =H R,, violating the assumption that [R,IJ,#[R,j,. 
(2) Assume that vE[sources(newO)]n inner(R,). If VRo= VH then H! ROEstar:, i.e., 
there are at least two distinct hyperedges e, e’E E, which are parallel with newo. But 
vEinner(Ri,) implies both e,e’EER, and 1 VRl / > k, which is impossible because no 
regions other than (0, k)-stars contain parallel hyperedges. If V,, # V,, there is a node 
V’E I$,- VRO such that v and v’ are adjacent. (Otherwise, [sources(newo)] -v would 
also disconnect H, contradicting k-connectedness.) But since v~inner( RI), this means 
that V’E VR, and, hence, VRl $ I’,,,. 0 
Concerning overlapping regions [R, 1 H and [R i 4 H, we have two special cases. The 
first one is the case where 1 VRol = k, i.e., RoEstar:, and the second one is the converse, 
I$, = V,, i.e., H! RoEstar:. Since we do not always want to have to pay attention to 
these cases, we first prove that overlapping is impossible here. (Of course, the situation 
is symmetric, i.e., the same holds for RI, since the definition of overlapping is 
symmetric.) 
Lemma 3.10. Let H be a k-connected k-hypergraph and let [ROIH, [R,l,Ereg(H) be 
distinct. If R. and R, overlap, then k < 1 V& < I &,I. 
Proof. We have to show that Ro, H! R,$starE. Let the corresponding splitsets for R. 
and RI be So and S1 and suppose first that Rosstar,. ’ By the definition of overlapping, 
there must be some v~S~ninner(R~) (so, in particular, R,$starE). Since R,~starE, 
there must be at least two distinct hyperedges e,e’EEH incident with v. But then RI 
contains parallel hyperedges (namely, e and e’), which is impossible since R,#start. 
If H!R,Estari, nodes are adjacent in H if and only if they are so in R,. Hence, we 
have that RI splits off RO because it splits off H. By Lemma 2.16, the type of R. equals 
that of RI then, which is impossible by maximality of regions. 17 
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By the preceding lemma it remains to show that regions in reg(H)- defined by 
reg(H)- = 1 URI ,~reg(H)Ik<l~~I<l~~I$ 
cannot overlap. 
Intuitively, two regions [Rolu, [R 1 1 HEreg(H) - cannot overlap because, other- 
wise, we would get that each of them can be split further using the splitset splitting the 
other one off H, which would contradict the maximality of (i, k)-stars (by Lemma 2.16) 
or the (k + I)-connectedness of k-boxes. However, there are the new hyperedges in RO 
and RI, which do not exist in H. Since these hyperedges (say new0 and new,) 
can directly connect vertices which are not adjacent in H, we can only claim that, 
e.g., RI gets disconnected by deletion of VR, n [ sources( newo)] u [sources( new1 )], but 
VR, n [ sources( newo)] alone may not suffice. This, of course, does not help, since these 
new splitsets may contain more than k nodes. As Corollary 2.17 states, this kind of 
situation can really occur. On the other hand, this was proved by looking at two 
overlapping (i, k)-stars forming a bigger one together, which is not very serious, as 
long as there are no other situations where this does also occur. In order to show this, 
we will first prove a ~ rather technical ~ lemma stating that, if we assume to have 
overlapping regions, suitable intersections and unions of their splitsets can be defined 
such that all of them are splitsets of size k. Later on, we will use this in order to show 
that, indeed, only (i, k)-stars can overlap; hence, regions cannot overlap at all, because 
this would contradict their maximality, by Lemma 2.16. 
Lemma 3.11. Let H be a k-connected k-hypergraph and let [ROIH, [R,j,Ereg(H)- 
with corresponding splitsets So and S1. 
Furthermore, let QL=inner(Ro)- VR,, QR=inner(R,)- V,“, QT= Vu-( VROu V,,) 
and QB = inner( R,) n inner( RI ) as depicted in Fig. 9. Then the following hold: 
(1) Let S,=SonSs,, STL=SO- VR,, STR=S1- I&,, SBL=S1ninner(Ro) and 
SBR = So n inner( R 1 ) be the five subsets So u S1 consists of If both regions overlap, then 
I~TLI=I~TRI=l~HLI=I~RRI~~. 
(2) Let Sl_=Sr?uSTLuSRL, SR=SnuSTRuSHR, Sr=SnuSr~uS~~ and 
SB = S, v SBL u SBR. For all XE ( L, R, T, B } the set S, separates all nodes of Qx .from all 
of Vu- (SxuQx). 
Proof. The second assertion follows directly from the fact that S,, and S1 are splitsets, 
since this means that vertices EQ,., u’EQ? cannot be adjacent for x, yg{L, R, T, B}, 
xfq’. 
For the first claim we consider three cases, where the first two will be shown to be 
impossible. By symmetry, we need not consider the cases where only the roles of R. 
and RI are exchanged. 
(1) P’&, c V,, By the second part of Lemma 3.9, this means that S1 n inner( R,) =@ 
Thus, every two nodes voEinner( R,), v1 E VnI are adjacent in R, if and only if they are 
adjacent in H. Hence, So separates the nodes of inner(R,) from those of VR, - VR, 
in RI since it does so in H. Due to the fact that R,$splitf, we have inner(Ro)#@. Also, 
VR, $Z VR, since VR,= Vn, would mean that So =Sr , i.e., R, =n RI, by the second 
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Fig. 9. Overlapping regions. 
part of Lemma 3.9. Hence, VR1 - V,,#@; so, R, splits off RI. By Lemma 2.9, this is 
only possible if R, is not (k + I)-connected, i.e., R,~star6 for some i, 1 <id k/2. But 
then RoEstar:, too, by Lemma 2.16, violating the maximality of regions. 
(2) VRO- VRlr VR, - VRO#@ (as opposed to the above) and So C_ VR,. Since the new 
hyperedge of R. is not incident with any node of VR,,- VR,, Si n VR, separates the 
nodes in VR, n inner( R 1 ) from those in VR, - VR, in R. since Si does so in H. (Observe 
that both sets are nonempty because of the assumption and the definition of overlap- 
ping.) Thus, we get that Si c VR, because R, is k-connected, i.e., the situation is 
symmetric: as Si disconnects R,, So disconnects RI, since So c VRl as well as Si G I$,,. 
If new0 and newi are the new hyperedges of R, and RI, respectively, let 
R,=(lG,,n VR,, E,onE,Iu{new,,new,}). 
By the first part of Lemma 3.9, there is some UE VR, n inner( RI). Since vE:inner( R,), 
all hyperedges of H incident with c are in ER1. Since there are at least two hyperedges 
incident with u in Ro, but only new0 is not in EH, we have ERonER, #@ Hence, 
1 ER,[ 3 3, i.e., R, splits off both R. and RI. In that case, R. and RI cannot be k-boxes; 
so, there are i,j, 1 <i, j<k/2, such that R_,~stari and R,~stari. But by Lemma 2.16, 
R, is an (i, k)-star and a (j, k)-star; so, i =j. Moreover, Lemma 2.16 does also yield 
that the pairs R,!R,, R, and R1!R,, R, satisfy the peak condition. Thus, 
R,( RI ! R,)~stari since peaksRo =peaks~,!~_ upeaksRn. Now we have three cases. 
l R. ( RI ! R, ) = H contradicts maximality of R. and RI at once. 
l If VR, u VR, = V,, but there is a hyperedge eE EH not in ERo u ER,, we have 
[sources(e)]n(inner(R,)uinner(R,))=@ hence, [sources(e)] ~S~ns,, since 
VRou VR, = V,. But then So = Si as Isources(e)~ = k. However, this implies that 
[RolH and [RllH do not overlap: by Lemma 2.16, R. and H!Ro are uniquely 
determined by So, and RI and H! R, are uniquely determined by S1 ; SO, 
R. =HH!Rl and RI =HH!Ro. Surely, R, and H!Ro cannot overlap. 
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l If there is a node UE VH-( VRUu I’,,), it is separated from Si -So by So and from 
So - Si by S1. Thus, every path from u to a node of S1 must use some node of So and 
vice versa. This implies that So = S1 ; so, again [&,I H and [Rl 1 H do not overlap, as 
above. 
(3) VR,- VRl, VR, - VR,,#@, So $Z VR, and S1 $ VR,. By assumption, STL,STR#@ We 
first show that SBL, SBR # 0, too. If QB # 0 then SB disconnects H by the second part of 
the lemma. (Remember that we have proved this already.) Thus, lSsl 3 k by k- 
connectedness and, hence, SBL, SBR # 0, since SrL, SrR # 0 and 1 SO I= IS 1 I = k. If QB = 0 
then at least SBL u SBR #0 due to the fact that Qr, u SrrLu SBR #0, by definition of 
overlapping. Assume that ueSBR. We have I I& > k, so, there is some 
u’EQ~u&,~uQ~=Q~uS~~. If u’E&, we are done. Otherwise, u’ is separated from 
u by SL and, hence, IS,_ I 3 k. On the other hand, SL = SBL u So - SBR; so, again SRL # 0. 
It remains to show that these sets are all the same size. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that QX #0 for all XE{L, R, T, B}. To see 
this, suppose, e.g., QL=@ Then for every USE&,_ we would have to have a node ui E&,_ 
adjacent to u. by some hyperedge ecE, since, otherwise, So - { uo} would separate u. 
from every vertex uESBL. Since So, S1 and SL are splitsets, we have [sources(e)] L SL. 
This means that if H’ with I VHf I > k is any k-connected k-hypergraph merging with 
H along e then H( H’) is k-connected, by Lemma 2.10, and the splitsets under 
consideration remain the same in H (H’), but QL #0 now (with respect to H (H’)). 
So, we could continue considering H (H’) instead of H. For QR, QT and QB the 
situation is similar. 
Let k’ = k - I S, I. Because of the fact that I So I = k we have 
l~~~I+l~~~I=~‘=I~~~I+I~~~I. (2) 
On the other hand, ST separates QT from the rest (remember that QT#O); hence, 
ISTLI+ISTRI>k’. Similarly, weget ISTLI+lSRr.I>k’and, thus,21STLI+ISTRI+ISBLI~ 
2k’, which means that 2 I STL I 3 k’, by (2). In a similar way, we obtain 2 I SBR I 3 k’; so, in 
fact, I ST,_ I = / SBR I = k’/2 [again by (2)]. Clearly, the same applies to SrR and ST,_ and, 
therefore, ISBLI=ISBRI=ISTLI=ISTRI=k’/2. 0 
We now present the main lemma of this section. 
Lemma 3.12. Distinct regions of a k-connected k-hypergraph cannot overlap. 
Proof. The proof uses Lemma 3.11 in order to show that the existence of overlapping 
regions would contradict the maximality of (i, k)-star regions and the (k + l)-connec- 
tedness of regions being k-boxes. 
Let lRoIIH,lR 4 1 ,Ereg(H). By Lemma 3.10, we can assume that [&lH, [R1jH~ 
reg(H) - with distinct new hyperedges. If R, and R, overlapped, we would get the 
situation of Lemma 3.11; so, let us take the notations from there. There are two 
cases. 
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(1) One of &,,Rr, say &, is a k-box. By Lemma 3.11, we have that VR, ES~U&, 
because every additional node could be disconnected from others using either SL or 
Sg. But, since 1 SL I= 1 &,I = k and k-boxes do not contain parallel hyperedges, there can 
be at most one hyperedge incident with nodes in SL and one incident with nodes of Sg. 
Hence, R0 contains only three hyperedges, but every k-box does at least contain four 
by definition. 
(2) R,,Estari and Rl~star{. By Lemma 2.16, we can assume that R0 is an (i, k)- 
triple and R, is a j-triple since, otherwise, we could split off QL, QR and QB, using 
Lemma 3.11 in order to obtain such a situation. Lemma 3.11 yields i = 1 SBL I = ) SBR I=j. 
So, the k-hypergraph we can split off using the splitset S, is weakly isomorphic to the 
one shown in Fig. 10 (up to relabelling) and is, hence, an (i, k)-star properly containing 
R. and RI, a contradiction. 0 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.6. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. If reg( H) = 8 then H is a k-box or an (i, k)-star itself and for 
every collapsed k-split decomposition S we have S = {H}. Otherwise, let Hi be the 
first element split off to obtain a total k-split decomposition for H. Because of Lemma 
3.12, there is a unique region [RIH of H such that HIEsplitk(R) or HI =HR. If 
HI tzspl&( R), this implies that REstar: for some i, 06 id k/2, since k-boxes cannot be 
k-split at all. In this case we have R, R! HI, HI Estari, by Lemma 2.16. Therefore, by 
the definition of collapsed k-split decompositions, every such region [RI8 will be 
contained in a single component of every collapsed k-split decomposition of H, as 
(i, k)-stars get merged again as far as possible there. Hence, for every collapsed k-split 
decomposition S of H, 
S!R= 
i 
S-(R’} if R’ =HR for some R’ES, 
S-H’u H’!R otherwise, where H’ES and REsplit,(H’), 
is well-defined. Clearly, S! R is a collapsed k-split decomposition of H! R. As it has 
fewer hyperedges than H, we can now proceed, by induction on I EH 1, to conclude that, 
if S’ is another collapsed k-split decomposition of H, S! R and S’! R are unique up to 
similarity; hence, so are S and S’. 0 
Fig. 10. Overlapping (i, k)-stars are not maximal. 
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4. Computing collapsed k-split decompositions 
In this section we will be concerned with the problem of computing collapsed k-split 
decompositions. Since we want to use Theorem 3.6 in order to construct for a given 
k-hypergraph a derivation tree, we have to be able to find a collapsed k-split 
decomposition first. However, there is no need for us to perform this task in all its 
generality. As we shall see later, the hypergraphs of a fixed hyperedge-replacement 
language (generated by a hyperedge-replacement grammar of order k) can only have 
a finite set of k-boxes as components. This means that we can assume that there is only 
a finite number of hypergraphs (up to weak isomorphism) that can occur in the total 
k-split decomposition we have to construct. 
In order to develop our algorithm, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let HEX and let S be a split decomposition of H. Then there is a sequence 
H 1 ,..., H, ofhypergraphs such that S={H, ,..., H,} and, for i=l,..., n-l, we have 
that Hi splits offHi, where H;=H, Hi+I=H;!Hi for i=l,...,n-1, and H,=Hh. 
Proof. By induction on 1 H 1, it suffices to show that there is some H 1 ES n split,( H) if 
1 S I> 1. By definition of splitting (and of split decompositions), this is the case if there is 
some H,ES with IE,, - E,l = 1. Since every splitting introduces exactly one new 
hyperedge present in both components, i.e., CH,ESIEH~-EHI =2(lSl- l), there are at 
least two such components in S. 0 
Let us now show how total k-split decompositions can be computed in time 
0(lH12). (Observe that 0(IH/2)=O((IVHl+klEnI)2)=O((IVnI+~EHI)2).) 
Lemma 4.2 (Computing total k-split decompositions). Let B be the closure under weak 
isomorphism of a finite subset of boxk. 
There is an algorithm that produces for every k-connected k-hypergraph H a general 
and total k-split decomposition S with S n boxk E B, or rejects tf there is no such k-split 
decomposition. The algorithm runs in time 0( I H I*).” 
Proof. The labelling of hyperedges has no influence on the problem; so, let us assume 
that H is unlabelled. Due to Theorem 3.6 and the definition of collapsed k-split 
decompositions, we have that S n boxk is unique up to the ordering on the sources of 
new hyperedges, which is arbitrary. Thus, if there is a general and total k-split 
decomposition S with Sn boxk G B then any arbitrary one has this property. By 
Lemma 4.1, this means that we may construct S by splitting any (i, k)-triple or k-box 
4 Hopcroft and Tarjan (cf. [lo]) gave an algorithm for the case k = 2 which is better in two respects: it 
applies to all 2-connected graphs, and it runs in linear time. It would be interesting to see whether their 
algorithm can be generalised to our case, but we will not try here, since the rest of our algorithm is cubic 
anyway. 
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H1 off H, then splitting another component H2 off H!Hi, and so on. Since 
IHI > 1 H! HI I> ..., the length of this loop is bounded from above by 1 HI. Therefore, it 
is sufficient to show that we can find HI in time 0( I HI). We divide this task into two 
steps. First we try to find some parallel hyperedges. If we succeed, we split off 
a (0, k)-triple. If not, we continue searching for another component. 
The search for parallel hyperedges can be done in linear time if we take, e.g., the 
following representation for EH. Let Q = { [ sources(e)] I eeE,} and consider a list 
which includes for every qEQ one entry containing the set {sources(e)1 eEE, and 
[sources(e)] =q}. Clearly, we can find parallel hyperedges in linear time now by 
looking for an entry including more than one source list. 
As for the other components, let %? be a finite set of representatives of the weak 
isomorphism classes of unlabelled hypergraphs in Bu U,Gi9k,2 (H’ 1 H’ an (i, k)- 
triple}. Let the degree of a vertex v in a hypergraph H’ be given by deg,,(v)= 
I { eEEH, I vE[sources(e)]} I. Furthermore, let degmax =rna~H,~~,~~~,,deg~,(v) and 
s,,, = maxH’& I E,, 1. If H, l split,( H) is weakly isomorphic to some hypergraph in 
%? and vEinnet-( we have that 
(1) deg,(v)=deg,,(u)ddeg,,,, since every eE EH incident with an inner node of HI 
in H must be in EHS and 
(2) every vertex v’EVH, is reachable from v in HI on a vu’-path p with 
int(p)Einner(H1). (In particular, it is then reachable on the same path in H since it 
does not use the new hyperedge.) 
The latter holds because HI is (k + 1)-connected and / V,, - inner( HI)1 = k. We now 
define a subhypergraph sub,(v) of H, for every VE I&, which we can restrict our 
attention to if we want to decide whether some HI as above, with vEinner(H,), splits 
off. Let sub,(u) be given by the following: 
(i) vEsub,(v). 
(ii) For every path p = ve, u1 . . . e,v, in H such that max,,,int(p) deg,( v’) ddeg,,, and 
rids,,,,, 4,..., WVsub,,(~) and e,>...>WEsub,(v)~ 
(iii) sub,(v) contains no other nodes and/or hyperedges. 
Clearly, IsubH( v)l is bounded by a constant and sub,(v) can be computed in 
constant time by considering all relevant paths. Also, the set 
can be computed while computing sub,(v). (Observe that these vertices can only 
occur as end vertices of the path p in (ii).) Let H 1 be weakly isomorphic to some 
hypergraph in %’ now. Due to (1) and (2) we have that it splits off H with splitset V and 
vginner( HI) if and only if H,~split~(sub~(v)) and VH, nouterH(v) E V. 
There is only a finite number of hypergraphs of a given size (up to (weak) 
isomorphism). Therefore, the set {sub,(v) I H an (unlabelled) hypergraph and VE I/H} is 
finite up to isomorphism. Hence, we may test whether some HI weakly isomorphic to 
a hypergraph in %? splits off sub,(v) in constant time, and a loop over all VE V, yields 
the desired result: either we find such an H,Esplitk(subH(v)) or we get that there is 
none and reject. 0 
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Theorem 4.3 (Computing collapsed k-split decompositions). Let B be the closure 
under weak isomorphism of a$nite subset of boxk. There is an algorithm that produces 
for every k-connected k-hypergraph H a general and collapsed k-split decomposition 
S with S n boxk c B, or rejects if there is no such k-split decomposition. The algorithm 
runs in time O(lH1’). 
Proof. Let ST be a total k-split decomposition of H, which we can compute in 
quadratic time, by Lemma 4.2. By definition, we can construct S from ST by merging 
as far as possible all (i, k)-stars that satisfy the peak condition. As we observed in the 
proof above, ST has at most a linear number of elements. While constructing ST we 
can easily compute some extra information. We remember every new hyperedge 
constructed, together with the two components it appears in and its peaks with respect 
to both of these components. Also, we memorise the type of each component. Now we 
just have to consider each new hyperedge the two hypergraphs it is part of being 
(i, k)-stars both, decide whether the peak condition is satisfied (which is easy since we 
remembered the peaks) and merge them if necessary. Note that we need not update 
the information about the peaks since they stay the same. Merging the two compon- 
ents, thus, takes constant time since it merely consists of deleting the hyperedge along 
which the merging shall take place. Since the number of new hyperedges is linear, we 
can thus construct S from ST in time 0( 1 HI). 0 
5. Hyperedge-replacement grammars 
We now define our notion of hyperedge-replacement grammars by means of 
merging. It is obvious that the procedure of merging two hypergraphs H and H’ along 
a hyperedge e is strongly related to the usual notion of hyperedge replacement (cf. 
[9]). There we would say that e is replaced by ( VHr, Eu’- { e}) in H. So, H’ serves as 
a kind of production in this situation: the hyperedge e is the “left-hand side” and 
( V, ,, Eu, - {e}) is the “right-hand side”. However, this view depends on H. If H U is 
another hypergraph, it may merge with H’ along a hyperedge e’ # e. In order to define 
grammars, we need productions whose left-hand sides are fixed, i.e., independent of 
the context in which the production is applied. Therefore, productions are defined as 
hypergraphs together with a distinguished hyperedge. 
Definition 5.1 (Production, cf. [lS]). A hyperedge-replacement production is a pair 
p =( e, R), where R is a hypergraph and eE E,. The hyperedge e is the left-hand side 
lhs(p) of p and ( V,, En- { e]) is its right-hand side, denoted by rhs(p). 
The underlying hypergraph U(p) of p is defined by LJ (p) = R. 
Remark. Vogler [lS] does not distinguish between graphs and productions. He 
considers a sort of graphs having a special, so-called virtual hyperedge. So, our 
productions do in fact compare with his notion of graphs (generalised to the hyper- 
graph case). 
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We consider two productions p and p’ isomorphic if 17 (p) = U (p’) via an isomor- 
phism b with b(lhs(p))= Ihs(p’). In this case we use the notation b(p) to denote p’. 
Definition 5.2 (Hyperedge replacement, cf. [9]). Let H be a hypergraph, let eEE, 
and let p=(e’, R) be a hyperedge-replacement production with lab(e)= lab(e’) and 
) sources(e) I= 1 sources( e’)l. Then the hyperedge replacement H [ eep] is defined by 
where b and b’ are any isomorphisms such that the merging is defined and 
b,(e)=bk(e’). 
Remark. Note that, in contrast to merging, hyperedge replacement yields unique 
results only up to isomorphism. Nevertheless, we will mostly write H’=H[ecp] 
instead of H’= H [etp]. 
Using the notion of hyperedge replacement, we define hyperedge-replacement 
grammars as usual. 
Definition 5.3 (Hyperedge-replacement grammars, cf. [9]). Let 9 be a set of produc- 
tions and let HI, . . . , H, + 1 be hypergraphs for some n > 0. 
(1) H, directly derives H2 by a production pi.!? in a derivation step H, T HZ, if 
H, = H 1 [ecp] for some eEEH,. If the production we actually use does not matter, we 
also write HI 3 H2 or even HI + Hz, if 9 is understood from the context. 
ip 
(2) A derivation (of length n) in 9’ is a sequence of derivation steps 
H n+1 is then said to be derivable from HI (in P), and this is denoted by HI s H,+l, 
where we may again omit 9’. If the length of the derivation does not matter, $e write 
HI z H,+i. 
(3) A hyperedge-replacement grammar G is a pair (PG, A,), where 
l PG is a finite set of productions, and 
l AG is any hypergraph, called the axiom of G. 
G is of order k if Isources(e)ldk for all eE{lhs(p)IpEPG}. 
A hypergraph is derivable in G if it is derivable from AG in PG. P(G), the language 
generated by G, is the set of all these hypergraphs, i.e., 
z(G)={ H+G :H}. 
Since hyperedge-replacement is context-free (in a way to be made precise below), we 
may infer from a set 9 of productions new ones whose application comprises the effect 
of whole derivations into one step. As usual, we get these new productions by applying 
9 to the right-hand sides of productions in 9 themselves. 
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Definition 5.4 (P-form). (1) Let p=(e, R) and p’ be productions and let e’EErhs,P,. 
Then the hyperedge replacement p[e’tp’] is defined if R[e’tp’] is. If 
R[e’+p’] =b(R)(b’( U(p’))) (where b and b’ are the required isomorphisms), we 
define 
p[e’tp’]=(b(e), R[e’+-p’]). 
Accordingly, the notions of derivation steps and derivations are extended to 
productions. 
(2) Let 97’ be a set of productions. The set 9 * of all P-forms is the transitive closure 
of P under T given by 
P* = p p’ $ p for some p’E9 . 
i I 
i I 
Remark. Note that p[e’tp’] is only defined for e’EE,.hs(pJ, i.e., e’#lhs(p). 
One of the most important properties of hyperedge-replacement languages is their 
context-freeness. 
Fact 5.5 (Context-freeness lemma, cf. [8]). Let H and H’ be hypergraphs. 
(1) If{e,, . . . . e,} s E,, n>O, then, for all productions pl, . ,p,, and every permuta- 
tion 71 on {l, . . ..n}. 
HCel+pIl ... Cen+Pnl =H Cencl)+Pnd ... Cerrtn~+Pnd 
(Hence we write H [(ei+pi)i,l,,,,,,] in the following, where H[(ei+pi)i,l_,,,,,] =H for 
n=O.) 
(2) If 9 is a set of productions and nE N then H $ H’ if and only ifthere are hyperedges 
el, . . , e,EEH and productions pl, . . . . pm such that 
l H’=HC(eitpi)i=l,...,,l, 
l pl, . , . , p,,,~9’* via derivations of length n,, . , n,, and 
0 m+xy=, ni=n. 
Thus, derivations for hypergraphs can be divided into subderivations originating 
from the replaced hyperedges in an already derived hypergraph. In particular, this 
means that there are derivation trees for derivations in hyperedge-replacement gram- 
mars (see [S]). 
For every hyperedge-replacement grammar G, there is a hyperedge-replacement 
grammar G’with (E,133 for all R~{A~,)u{U(p)lp~~~,}, such that 
~;p(G’)={H~~(G)llEHl33) (3) 
(see [S] ‘). Recall that we are interested in recognising k-connected k-hypergraphs, 
and that there are no more than a finite number of nonisomorphic k-connected 
‘In that setting, this means that there are neither “chain productions” (the ones with 1 ELrc,,I = 2) nor 
“empty productions” (those with IEu(pjl = 1). 
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k-hypergraphs with fewer than 3 hyperedges. Thus, we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that all productions we have to deal with have at least three hyperedges in 
their right-hand sides, and also lEAol >3. 
Observe that this makes every derivation step H 7 H’ reversible by k-splitting, 
i.e., H = H’! R for some isomorphic copy R of U(p) (see Lemma 2.10). 
So, derivations in hyperedge-replacement grammars are very closely related to split 
decompositions of the derived graph. In particular, we may define derivation trees as 
a special sort of split trees. 
Definition 5.6 (derivation tree, cf. [S]). Let G be a hyperedge-replacement grammar 
such that for all REA~u{ U(p)lp~P~} IE,l23, and let p=(e, H) be a production. 
Let T be a split tree for H such that there is some distinguished root RT~NT and for 
all H’E NT - { RT} with EHS n Epred,,H8J = {e’}, there is some p’~& with (e’, H’)=p’. 
(1) T is a derivation tree for H in G if R,- AG. 
(2) T is a derivation tree for p over YG if there is some p’~9~ with (e, R,)-p’. 
Using the context-freeness lemma it is not so hard to show that a hypergraph H is 
derivable in G if and only if there is a derivation tree for H in G (see [8]). Similarly, 
a production p is in 9” * if and only if there is a derivation tree for p over 9 (which is, in 
turn, the case if and only if there is a derivation tree for p over P*). 
To end this section, let us show a lemma which is important for our recognition 
algorithm. The general idea underlying this recognition algorithm is to reduce the 
question whether HE~( G) to the question whether the general and collapsed k-split 
tree for H can be transformed into a derivation tree for H in G. One difficulty in this 
approach is that derivation trees have a root (the axiom), whereas split trees do not. If 
we once have this root, we can apply a bottom-up algorithm to the tree, but the root 
may be hard to find since many components can be isomorphic to the axiom (up to 
relabelling). Lemma 5.7 enables us to consider a set of P-forms instead of ,W( G) where 
we can choose an arbitrary root instead of searching for the root. 
The lemma and its proof involve some relabelling of hyperedges. We will have to 
“mark” certain hyperedges. So, let, for every label A, 2 be a copy, i.e., a new label, and 
denote the marked version of a hyperedge e by (e), that means, sources((e))= 
sources(e) and lab((e))=lab(e). For a hypergraph H with e,, . . ..enEEH. let 
H<e I,...,e,)=(V,,E,u{(e,),...,(e,)}-{e,,...,e,}) 
and for a production p with eEErhsCp, define 
p<e>=(<e>, U(p)(e,Wp))). 
So, in the case of productions we mark Ihs( p) and e, and (e) instead of (Ihs( p)) is the 
left-hand side of the resulting production. 
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Lemma 5.7. Let G be a hyperedge-replacement grammar. Then there is ajnite set 9 of 
productions such that for every hypergraph H all of whose hyperedges are unmarked, and 
for every eEEH, 
HEY(G) ifand only if((e),H(e))Eg*. 
Remark. By the above, we can decide whether HEY(G) by choosing any hyperedge 
eE EH and deciding whether the production ((e), H(e)) is in 9 *. Thus, we can make 
use of the fact that the component corresponding to the root of a derivation tree for 
a given production p rather than a hypergraph, is uniquely determined. It is just the 
component containing Ihs( p). 
Proof. The construction yielding 9 is based on the following idea. Consider the 
derivation tree for a hypergraph HE-Y(G) with a derivation A, z ... z H. The 
hyperedge e we want to make the left-hand side of ((e), H( e)) stems from the 
right-hand side of some production pi in the derivation tree (if it is not a hyperedge of 
the axiom). If e becomes the left-hand side of a derived production, we have to take 
a derivation starting with pi, but where e instead of lhs(pi) is the left-hand side. Then, 
of course, lhs(p,) must become a “normal” hyperedge. This means that if pj is the node 
preceding pi in the derivation tree, pi cannot be applied to pj any more. Instead, we 
would like to apply pj to pi. So, we have to repeat the whole procedure with pj: take 
the hyperedge of pj which was formerly replaced by pi and make this one the left-hand 
side of pj. Again, lhs(pj) must become an ordinary hyperedge then, and everything 
goes on with the node preceding pj. Eventually, when we arrive at the root A, of the 
derivation tree, this procedure stops by making the hyperedge e’ of A, which was 
replaced in the original derivation the left-hand side of a production (e’, AG). 
Intuitively, what happens with the derivation tree is that the path leading from AG 
to pi gets reversed by swapping the roles of left-hand sides and replaced hyperedges. 
Of course, we must not only introduce new productions which can be applied together 
with the old ones ~ we have to take care not to mix up the original productions with 
the new ones. This we do using our copied set of labels. Any hyperedge e which gets 
turned from a normal one into a left-hand side, or vice versa, gets marked. So, let, for 
PEPC?, 
and define 
To prove that 9 satisfies our needs, observe first that for productions p and p’ with 
eE&,s(PJ and e’EElhsCpC, we have 
(41 
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by definition of hyperedge-replacement and commutativity of merging. For the same 
reason we get, for a hypergraph H with egE,, 
((e’>,HCecP’l(e’))=P’(e’)C(lhs(P’))t((e),H(e))l. (5) 
In a first step we show that, for all productions p and all hyperedges eEErhscpJ: 
if p is a pG-form then p(e) is a Y-form. (6) 
We proceed by induction on the length of derivations. If PEP:, by context-freeness 
there is some P’EP~ with hyperedges e,, . . , e,~E,hs~p~~ and Pc-forms pl, . . . , pn having 
shorter derivations, such that p=~‘[(e~+p~)~=1,...,~]. There are two cases: 
(1) If eEErhsCP,) then e#ei for i= 1, . . . . ~1. Hence, 
p(e)=p’(e)C(eitPi)i=l,...,nl~~*, 
since p’(e)EP and pl,...,p,,~P$~P*. 
(2) Otherwise, we must have eczE,hs~pl~ for some j, 1 <j < n. Using (4) we get 
P’Cej-Pjl(e>=Pj(e>C(lhs(Pj))tP’(ej)l. 
By induction hypothesis, Pj(e) is a Y-form; SO, p’[ej+pj] (e)E.Y* since P’(ej)~9’. 
Now p( e)EP*, as required, for 
P(e)=P’C(eitPi)i=i,...,nl(e> 
=P’CejtPjl(e>C(eitPi)i=l,...,n,izjl 
and p1 ) ...,PnE9yfj cY’*. 
This ends the proof of (6). To prove the lemma, consider some hypergraph H with no 
marked hyperedge and some hyperedge eEEH. 
Suppose that HE 9( G). By context-freeness there are hyperedges e,, . . . , e,EEA, and 
productions pl, . . . , P,,ELF’Z such that H=AG[(eiCpi)i=l,,,,,n]. 
If eEEA, then 
((e>,H(e))=((e),AGC(eitPi)i=l,...,nl(e)) 
=((e>,AG(e)C(eitPi)i=l,...,,l) 
=((e>,AG(e))C(eitPi)l=l,...,n I 
Eg* 
since ((e),A,(e))Ep and p1,...,p,,~P~~9*. 
If eE&s(p,) for some j, 1~ j < n, then Pj (e) ~9 * by (6). Hence, we have 
((e>,H(e))=((e),A,C(ei-Pi)i=l,...,nl(e>) 
=((e>,A,CejcPjl(e))C(eitPi)i=l,...,,izjl 
=Pj(e)C(lhs(Pj))t((ej),A,(ej>)lC(eicPi)i=l,...,n,i#jl 
Cby (5)l 
EY*. 
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For the other direction, let ((e), H( e))EP *. Again, we proceed by induction on 
the length of derivations. Let PEP and er , . . . , ~,E.E~,,~~~~, such that there are produc- 
tions p1 , . . ..P.,E~* with ((e>,H(e))=pC(ei~pi)i=l,...,nl. 
(1) If p=((e),&(e)) then er,...,e, are unmarked; so, pl,...,pn~Pg (by defini- 
tion of 9 all productions PEP J * -9’: have marked left-hand sides). This does 
immediately imply that H=A,[(eicpi)i,1,,,,,,]E~(G). 
(2) Otherwise, let p=p’(e) for some p’s9 o. Since ( e ) is the only marked hy- 
peredge in H(e) but p contains (lhs(p’)), in addition, we must have (lhs(p’)) =ej 
for somej, 1 djdn. Furthermore, Ihs(pj) must then be the only marked hyperedge in 
pj. Let Ihs(pj)=(ci) and let H’=(VL’(3),E*hs(pj)u{e;}). By the above, H’ does 
not contain any marked hyperedge and the induction hypothesis applies, as 
((c;),H’(e~))=pj~P*. SO, H’E~(G) and we get 
H(e)=U(P)C(eicpi)i=l....,nl 
=~(p’)(e,~hs(P’))C(eitPi)i=l,...,nl 
=v(P’)(lhs(P’))C(eiePi)i=l,...,nl(e> 
and, hence, 
H=U(P’)(lhs(P’))C(eicPi)i=l,...,,I 
= u(p’)Clhs(p’)t(el,H’)l C(eitpi)i=1,...,,,;zjl 
=H’C+p’l C(eicpi)i=l,...,n.izjl 
EY& 
since H’EP’(G), p’~9’~ and PiEYz for i= 1, . . ..n. i#j. 0 
6. Recognising k-connected k-hypergraphs 
The main theorem of this paper is the following one. 
Theorem 6.1 (Cubic time recognition). Let G be a hyperedge-replacement grammar of 
order k. 
There is an algorithm running in time O(l H13) which decides for every k-connected 
k-hypergraph H whether HE_!Z( G). 
Note that a derivation in a hyperedge-replacement grammar of order k deriving 
a k-connected k-hypergraph cannot use any production p whose right-hand side 
contains a k’-hyperedge for k’# k. Hyperedges with more than k sources cannot be 
replaced any more if they once appear in a derived hypergraph, and if productions are 
used whose right-hand sides contain k’-hyperedges, k’ <k, then these must eventually 
be replaced by some k-hypergraph. Hence, the final result k’-splits and both compon- 
ents contain at least one inner node, i.e., the derived hypergraph is not k-connected. 
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Note also that, due to Lemma 2.16, if H,~starh and Hi T H2 by a hyperedge 
replacement HI [e-p], then H,Estar: if and only if U(p)~starl and e and Ihs( p) 
satisfy the peak condition. 
The general idea we use to prove Theorem 6.1, is much the same as the one Vogler 
uses (cf [18]). Therefore, we will discuss the coarse-grained structure only informally 
and concentrate on the new things. By Lemma 5.7, it suffices to show that the set 
{ pg9 * 1 U(p) a k-connected k-hypergraph} can be recognised in cubic time for every 
finite set 9 of productions of order k. As we already observed, the underlying 
hypergraph of every production in a derivation finally yielding a k-connected k- 
hypergraph must itself be a k-connected k-hypergraph. Thus, we may assume that 
9 has only productions whose underlying hypergraphs are k-connected k-hyper- 
graphs, since other productions must not be applied anyway. Furthermore, we can 
assume that U(p) is a k-box or an (i, k)-triple for some i, 0 d id k/2, because 9 can be 
turned into such a form: by (3), we may assume that /Eat,,) I> 3 for all ~69. As long as 
there is some p=(e, R)E~, which is neither an (i, k)-triple nor a k-box, consider 
hypergraphs RI and R2 such that R k-splits into RI and R2 with new hyperedge e’. We 
choose the label of e’ distinct from all others appearing in 9. Suppose that eEER,. 
Then replacing p by (e, RI ) and (e’, R2) does not change 9 * [up to those productions 
containing a hyperedge labelled with the new label lab( e’)], and repeating this process 
of dividing productions into smaller ones does obviously lead to a production set of 
the required type. 
Because of the context-freeness lemma, a production p is a P-form if and only if 
there is a derivation tree for p over 9. If this derivation tree exists, it is a total k-split 
tree for U(p), because of our assumptions about 9. Thus, we can collapse it, obtaining 
a derivation tree for p over P* with nodes in box,u UOGiGk,* star;. Let us call this 
kind of derivation tree a collapsed derivation tree for p over 9. If U(p) is k-connected, 
Theorem 3.6 applies. So, the general, collapsed k-split tree for U(p) and its collapsed 
derivation tree are similar, i.e., they differ in at most two respects. 
(1) The direction of the new hyperedges, i.e., the order on their sources, can be 
chosen arbitrarily for the collapsed split tree. This does not hold for derivation trees in 
general since the components must be isomorphic to productions. 
(2) T lacks the labelling of left-hand sides, i.e., all new hyperedges are labelled r. 
To handle the first problem, we complete the production set by introducing 
equivalent rules, for all possible redirections of hyperedges. This means that we 
replace every production p by the set C(p) of all productions obtainable from p by 
substituting each hyperedge eEEIlcpJ y b some hyperedge err, such that 71 is a permuta- 
tion on { 1, ..,, k}, lab(e,)=(lab(e),7r) and sources(e,)=e,(,,...e,(,,. Call the set of 
productions we thus get from 9 the complete form C(P), i.e., C(P)= uPefl C(p). The 
following lemma is just a more general version of the corresponding one by Vogler 
(see [lS]). 
Lemma 6.2 (Equivalence of a production set and its complete form). Let p be 
a production and let p’~C(p). Then p is a P-form if and only ifp’ is a C(P)-form. 
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We do not prove this lemma, because the proof is almost the same as in the case 
treated by Vogler. 
Let p’~C(p). By Lemma 6.2 and the uniqueness of collapsed k-split trees, we have 
PEP * if and only if the new hyperedges of the collapsed split tree T of U (p’) [or U(p), 
if we identify lab(e) with (lab(e), id)] can be labelled in such a way that T becomes 
a collapsed derivation tree for p’ over C(9). Hence, all we need is an algorithm 
recognising the collapsed components, i.e., those productions whose underlying hy- 
pergraphs are (i, k)-stars. Then we can decide whether PEP* by computing the 
collapsed k-split tree of U (p) and transforming it into a collapsed derivation tree over 
C(9). The first task can be performed in quadratic time, as we already know, and the 
latter can be done by computing in a bottom-up way the set of possible labels for each 
of the left-hand sides. [Observe that k-boxes, which may also occur in T, are no 
problem at all, because every such k-box must be isomorphic to one of the finitely 
many productions of C(g).] Finally, we say “yes” if (and only if) lab(lhs(p’)) turns 
out to be a possible label of Ihs(p’). 
Up to this point, everything has been similar to the investigations Vogler made, 
so -as in the special case k = 2- the running time of our algorithm is essentially 
determined by the time we need to recognise the (i k)-stars occurring in T. [Observe 
that &EN, I hf I and &EN, / EH 1 are linear in 1 U(p) 1, as the number of components of 
a k-split decomposition is at most linear in I H I (see Lemma 4.1). Hence, testing all the 
(i, k)-stars in T one after the other will not take more time than recognising one 
(i, k)-star which is as large as U(p).] 
What remains to be done is to show that the language {DEB * / U(p)Estari} can be 
recognised in cubic time for all i, 0 <i< k/2. For i =O, this means recognising 
a semilinear set, by Parikh’s Theorem (see [7]), which is a problem solvable in linear 
time [6]; so, let us assume that i>O. Intuitively, although a hyperedge in an (i, k)-star 
is incident with k vertices, it does not incorporate more information than just 
a normal edge (i.e., a 2-hyperedge), for [sources(e)] is determined by any two nodes 
from the different peaks of e, and we can remember the ordering on sources(e) using 
more detailed labels. Therefore, we can give an equivalent grammar with k=2 in 
which the underlying hypergraphs of all productions are (1,2)-triples (so-called 
triangles) whose nodes represent the peaks of the original productions. This is what 
we will do in order to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.3 (Cubic time recognition of (i, k)-star productions). Let 9 be some finite set 
of productions, and let i be a natural number, 1~ i < k/2. 
There is an algorithm running in time 1 U(p) 3 I which decides, for every production p, 
whether U(p)Estar: and PEP*. 
Proof. First of all, observe that it is sufficient to give an algorithm applying to inputs 
p with U(p)Estar:, because it is very easy to determine whether a given hypergraph is 
an (i, k)-star. Just choose an arbitrary hyperedge and start “walking” around the star, 
thereby checking whether the hypergraph satisfies the definition of (i, k)-stars. 
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Because of Lemma 2.16, it suffices to consider some fixed i, 16 id k/2, and we can 
assume that the underlying hypergraphs of productions in 9 are (i, k)-triples. To 
prove the lemma, we will give a construction transforming 9 into an equivalent 
production set whose underlying hypergraphs are triangles. This kind of production 
set does essentially compare with a set of context-free string productions (see [lS]). 
This proves our cubic bound, by the well-known theorem of Cocke, Kasami and 
Younger (cf. [20, 111). 
Construction. Let spi denote the set of all hyperedge-replacement productions 
p with U( p)Estar:. Our construction works by removing the centres of the (i, k)- 
triples and replacing the peaks by only one vertex each. Consider some production 
pEspi and let R = U(p). Since we know that every hyperedge eEE, is incident with 
every node of the centre, we can as well delete these nodes from their source lists, and 
use more detailed labels to remember the numbers of the sources from centre,. 
Similarly, we can represent the two peaks adjacent to e by two nodes connected by an 
ordinary edge, where we again remember the source numbers in the label. This is 
possible if we use an ordering g( 4) of q for every qEpeaksRu { centreR} that helps 
us to store the information g(q)1 =sources(e)j,, g(q)2=sources(e)j2, . . . . g(q)i41= 
sources(e)j,q, as the list j, j, . . .j,,, = num,( g( q)). Of course, we have to consider all such 
orderings, which means that a production will become replaced by the set of all 
productions modified this way. So, every (i, k)-triple production will be replaced by 
a set of productions whose underlying hypergraphs are triangles. 
Let us call a function g an ordering for R if it assigns an ordering g(q) of q to every 
qcpeaks,u {centreR}. For every such ordering g and every hyperedge eEE, with 
peaksR(e)=(qI,q,} such that min{num,(q,uq,)}~qI,6 we define fs(e) by 
l sources(f,(e))=qIq2, and 
0 Wfs(e))=(laNe), num,(g(q,)), num,(s(centreR)), nwddq2))). 
We let f,(R)=(peaks&,(Ed) and f,(~)=(f,(lhs(~))&(R)). 
As an example, consider the (2,7)-star in Fig. 11. If we order the nodes of its centre 
from the left to the right and those of the peaks from the inside to the outside, we get 
the triangle depicted in Fig. 12. 
Let 
f(PP)={f,(p)lp~P and g an ordering for U(p)}. 
Hence, we are done if we can prove the following claim. 
Claim. Let pEspi and let g be an ordering for U(p). Then p is a P-form ifund only if 
f,(p) is an f(P)-form. 
Let us first show that, if we have p, pIEspi> a hyperedge eEE,(,,, and an ordering g for 
U(p) then the following hold: 
(i) p-p’ if and only if there is an ordering g’ for U(p’), suet that f,(p)=f,,(p’). 
6 This is just a convention about the direction the resulting edge 
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Fig. 11. A (2,7)-star to be translated into 
a triangle. 
Fig. 12. The triangle the (2,7)-star in 
Fig. 11 maps to. 
(ii) p [etp’] is defined and e and Ihs(p’) satisfy the peak condition if and only if 
there is an ordering g’ for U(p’) such that f,(p)[f,(e)+f,,(p’)] is defined. 
(iii) If e and Iks(p’) satisfy the peak condition then there are orderings k and k’ such 
that fh,(pCe-p’l)=f,(p)Cf,(e)-fh(p’)l. 
To prove the above statements, let R = U(p) and p’=(e’, R’). 
Proof of(i): If p=b(p’) for an isomorphism b, it is straightforward to prove that 
V-b;‘(g(b,,( V))) for VEpeaksR,u{centreRs} defines an ordering for R’ with the 
desired property. On the other hand, if two such orderings and an isomorphism 
b between f,(p) andf,,(p’) are given, then g(q)jHg’(bv(q))j, for qEpeaksRu {centreR} 
yields an isomorphism from R to R’, because b preserves edge labels. 
Proof of (ii): If p [ecp’] is undefined then lab(e) # lub(e’) and, hence, 
lab(fs(e))Zlab(fs,(e’)), i.e., f,(P)Cfg(eb-_&WI is also undefined. The same holds 
if e and e’ do not satisfy the peak condition. By definition, this means that 
num,(peuksR(e))#num,~(peuks,~(e’)); hence, lub(f,(e))#lub(f,,(e’)). On the other 
hand, if p[etp’] is defined and e and e’ satisfy the peak condition, we have 
lub(e)=lub(e’), num,(peuks,(e))=num,,(peuks,,(e’)) and num,( centreR) = 
num,,(centre,,). Therefore, we may define g’ in such a way that 
and 
Then, by definition, lub(&(e’))= lub(f,(e)), implying that S,(R)[f,(e)cf,(R’)] is 
defined. 
Proofof(iii): It suffices to show that if e and e’ satisfy the peak condition and g is an 
ordering for R and R’ then 
f,(R)(f,(R’)>=f,(R(R’)). 
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Let E,nE,,={e}. We have 
This ends the proof of (i)-(iii). Note that, on the right-hand side of the equivalence in 
(ii), there is no peak condition to be satisfied. This is because all triangles do 
automatically satisfy this condition. 
To prove the claim, we proceed by induction on the length of the derivation. 
Because of the context-freeness lemma (and by Lemma 2.16) we have that pEspi if and 
only if there is a production p’~9’ with hyperedges er, . . . . e,EErhscpl and there are 
productions p1 , . . . , p,,,~g* having shorter derivations such that 
l P=P’C(eitPi);=~,...,~l, and 
. U(P), U(P,), ..., U(p,) are (i, k)-stars such that ej and IhS(pj) satisfy the peak 
condition for all j, 1~ j d m. 
By (i)-(iii), this is the case if and only if there is a production p’~9 with hyperedges 
el, ...,e,EErhs(pSJ and there are productions pl, . . , p,,,~9 * having shorter derivations 
such that 
l f,(P)=f,,(P’)C(Ss,(ei)tf,,(Pi))l=I....,ml f or some additional orderings g’, gl, . . . . g., 
and 
l U(p), U(pl),...,U(p,) are (i,k)-stars such that ej and Ihs(pj) satisfy the peak 
condition for all j, 1 < j < m. 
(Moreprecisely, becauseof(i)we havep~spiandp=p’[(eitpi)i=l,..,,m] ifandonly 
if PEspi and f,(p)=fy’(p’[(eicpi)i=l,,,,,m]), which is, by (ii) and (iii), the case if and 
only if .f,(P)=fs,(P’)C(~,(ei)-f,,(Pi))i=l,...,ml.) 
By induction hypothesis (and definition of f(P)), the above is true if and only if 
there is some fief and there are hyperedges &r, . . . , &m~E,hsc~) and productions 
A pl, . . ..&~f(g))* such that U(&)~star: for i= 1,. ..,m andf,(p)=BC(&itBi)i=l,....ml. 
This is - by context-freeness - the case if and only if f,(p) is an f(P)-form as claimed. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.3, hence the proof of Theorem 6.1. 0 
7. Discussion 
We have seen that every hyperedge-replacement language of k-connected k-hyper- 
graphs can be recognised in cubic time if it is generated by a hyperedge-replacement 
grammar of order k. This means that, in contrast to the algorithm by Lautemann [14], 
the running time does not depend on the order of the grammar (i.e., the degree of the 
polynomial does not). However, the constant factors, which will appear when k be- 
comes larger, seem to get quite big, since the number of hyperedge labels we used in 
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our construction increases along with k!. But since these hyperedge labels were needed 
to remember the ordering on the sources of a hyperedge, we will probably not be able 
to find a much better construction, for this ordering on the sources is really necessary 
for the power of hyperedge-replacement grammars. 
The algorithm is a proper generalisation of the one Vogler developed for cyclically 
connected graphs generated by edge-replacement [18]. In particular, the class of 
languages it can recognise includes all context-free string languages, because strings 
may be identified with cycle graphs having one unlabelled edge connecting the right 
and the left end. However, our algorithm is restricted to k-hypergraphs as inputs. For 
k=2 this is no real disadvantage since 2-hypergraphs are just graphs and one is 
usually interested in graphs anyway. (Also, as mentioned below, this does just exclude 
0- and 1 -hyperedges, but no k’-hyperedges for k’ > 2.) 
It would be quite interesting to see whether one can weaken the restriction that only 
k-hypergraphs are looked at. In particular, one can ask whether languages of k- 
connected graphs generated by a hyperedge-replacement grammar of order k are also 
recognisable in polynomial time. [Observe that edges cannot be subject to replace- 
ment (except for (0,2)-star productions) since this would destroy k-connectedness. So, 
every edge in a k-connected hypergraph is automatically “terminal” if k > 2.1 A special 
case which might be easier to treat than this general question is whether one can allow 
for k-hyperedges to be replaced by complete graphs, as in the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
Unfortunately, the answer to this question is not clear at all, because it might be hard 
to find out which ones of the edges of a graph belong together. As an example, 
consider the 3-hypergraphs shown in Fig. 13. Replacing the hyperedges by triangles, 
we get the graph of Fig. 14 in both cases. Thus, we cannot decide whether, e.g., the 
edges of the triangle in the middle stem from the same hyperedge or not. (It might, 
perhaps, be an important observation that the two hypergraphs in Fig. 13 are 
isomorphic, but it does not seem to help directly.) 
For the more general question the author would like to give the following 
conjecture. 
Fig. 13. 3-hypergraphs. Fig. 14. The result of replacing 
3-hyperedges in Fig. 13 by 3-cliques. 
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Conjecture 7.1. There is some keN such that there are NP-complete graph languages of 
k-connected graphs which can be generated by a hyperedge-replacement grammar of 
order k. 
As opposed to the above, one can also ask for allowing k’-hyperedges to appear in 
a derived k-connected hypergraph, for k’> k. Clearly, our algorithm does also apply in 
this slightly more general situation if the considered hyperedge-replacement grammar 
is of order k. This is because a k’-hyperedge can only be part of a k-box (if we extend 
the definition of k-boxes appropriately), since it makes all its k’ sources adjacent. Thus, 
it is very easy to extend the uniqueness theorem in this respect and to use the 
generalised version for the recognition algorithm. 
Our result indicates once more that connectedness is a very vital property 
for hyperedge-replacement languages to be tractable. If we just reduce the required 
connectedness by 1, we immediately run into NP-completeness for any arbitrary 
k> 1: 
For every k > 1 there is a (k- 1)-connected hyperedge-replacement language of 
k-hypergraphs which is NP-complete. 
This can be seen as follows. Using the NP-completeness result by Lange and Welzl 
[12], an easy argument shows that there are NP-complete languages of connected 
graphs which can be generated by an edge-replacement grammar [S]. Hence, if we 
want to have hyperedges of rank k, we need just add k - 2 additional nodes to every 
production (and the axiom) of this grammar and include these new nodes as the last 
items in all source lists. Thus we obtain a hyperedge-replacement grammar generating 
a language as claimed. 
Courcelle [3] defines strongly context-free hypergraph languages. These are sets of 
hypergraphs the derivation trees of which can be described by monadic second-order 
formulas. Also, he studies a subset of this class of languages, the so-called regular 
hypergraph languages. For these, only productions of a particular form and (0, k)-star 
productions are allowed. 
It seems that hyperedge-replacement languages generated by using only k-box 
productions - let us call them k-box languages ~ are strongly context-free, because of 
the uniqueness theorem. All regions (as defined in Section 3) of a hypergraph of such 
a language are leaves of its derivation tree. Splitting off these regions, we find that the 
regions of the resulting hypergraph are the “parents” of the leaves in the derivation 
tree, and so on. Courcelle obtains a quadratic parsing algorithm for the strongly 
context-free case, which is also what we get for k-box languages or k-box languages 
where (0, k)-star productions are allowed in addition, since we do not have to use the 
CYK-algorithm in this case. 
On the other hand, k-box productions do also have certain similarities with the 
productions allowed in Courcelle’s regular hypergraph grammars. (For these he 
provides a linear parsing algorithm.) As mentioned above, regular hypergraph gram- 
mars may also use (0, k)-star productions. However, even strongly context-free gram- 
mars cannot use arbitrary (i, k)-star productions since the class of strongly context- 
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free hypergraph languages does not include all context-free string languages 
(see [3]). Finding out what the relation between these notions really are is an 
interesting task. 
The notion of a split tree which we used to obtain the uniqueness result is 
closely related to that of a decomposition tree, as defined and investigated by 
other authors (see, e.g. [17, 131). The difference is just that splitting introduces 
new hyperedges not present in a decomposition tree. Let S be a split decomposition 
of a hypergraph H. If we define fi’=( V,,,E,,nE,) for all H’ES, we obtain 
a decomposition tree D of H by setting ND= {fi’ 1 H’ES} and neighD(E?‘)= 
{L?” ( H”Eneiyh,,s,(H’)}. However, the restriction under which (hyper)graphs 
and their decomposition trees are usually studied is bounded tree-width, 
meaning that one can always find a decomposition tree whose components are 
“small”, i.e., which have only a bounded number of nodes. On the other hand, 
our k-split trees may contain arbitrarily large components, but the intersection 
of two components’ node sets is always of size at most k. 
By definition, similarity of split trees T and T’ means that the corresponding 
decomposition trees are equal. So, the uniqueness theorem for collapsed k-split trees 
carries over to decomposition trees in the sense that collapsed decomposition trees 
(i.e., the decomposition trees corresponding to collapsed k-split trees) are unique for 
k-connected k-hypergraphs. However, since the components of decomposition trees 
do not have the new hyperedges, the components do not look that nice any more. So, 
it is quite unclear whether this observation has any interesting consequences for the 
study of decomposition trees. 
A third method of decomposing graphs is given by the so-called simplicial de- 
compositions (cf. [4]). These are mostly studied in connection with infinite-graph 
theory. Roughly speaking, the notion of simplicial decomposition allows a graph to be 
decomposed into two induced subgraphs if their union is just the original graph and 
their intersection is a complete graph. So, decomposing a graph is possible if (and only 
if) there is a clique in the graph the removal of whose nodes disconnects it. At first 
sight, this seems to be related to k-splitting because k-hyperedges may be seen as 
complete subgraphs, i.e., k-cliques (see the proof of Lemma 2.6). But there is an 
important difference. Whereas splitting introduces a new k-clique (i.e., a k-hyperedge), 
simplicial decomposition requires that it is already present in the graph to be 
decomposed. In other words, if we merge two hypergraphs, the result will not be 
simplicially decomposable in general. For example, all (i, k)-stars are prime with 
respect to simplicial decomposition since they do not contain a k-clique (i.e., a set 
[sources(e)] for some hyperedge e) that disconnects the graph. 
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